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1. Introduction 

1.1 This Statement has been prepared by Wendover Parish Council to accompany its 

submission to the local planning authority, Aylesbury Vale District Council of the Wendover 

Neighbourhood Plan (“the Neighbourhood Plan”) under Regulation 15 of the 

Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as amended) (“the Regulations”).  

 

1.2 The Neighbourhood Plan has been prepared by the Parish Council, a qualifying body, for 

the Neighbourhood Area covering the whole of the Parish of Wendover. The policies 

described in Section 11 of the Neighbourhood Plan all relate to the development and use of 

land in the designated Neighbourhood Area. It does not contain policies relating to 

‘excluded development’ as defined by, and in accordance with, the Regulations. The plan 

period of the Neighbourhood Plan is from 1 April 2019 to April 2033. The document also 

contains a number of non-statutory proposals that relate to local planning matters in its 

Section 12  Implementation and Management and section 13 Projects which do not form 

part of the examined ‘neighbourhood development plan’ but provides the local community 

with additional views of issues that the Parish Council have considered during the 

preparation of the document.  

 

1.3 The Statement addresses each of the four ‘basic conditions’ required of the Regulations 

and explains how the submitted Neighbourhood Plan meets the requirements of paragraph 

8 of Schedule 4B to the 1990 Town & Country Planning Act.   

 

1.4 The Regulations state that a Neighbourhood Plan will be considered to have met the 

basic conditions if:  

 having regard to national policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the 

Secretary of State, it is appropriate to make the neighbourhood development plan; 

 the making of the neighbourhood development plan contributes to the achievement 

of sustainable development; 

 the making of the neighbourhood development plan is in general conformity with the 

strategic policies contained in the development plan for the area of the authority (or 

any part of that area);  

 the making of the neighbourhood development plan does not breach, and is 

otherwise compatible with, EU obligations.  
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Wendover Neighbourhood Plan Area  

The Plan Area covers the whole of Wendover Parish, as shown below: 
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2. Background 

2.1 The decision to proceed with a Neighbourhood Plan was made by the Parish Council in 

2015 and the Wendover Neighbourhood Plan was designated by Aylesbury Vale District 

Council on 24th September 2015. 

 

2.2 A Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group was formed by the Parish Council, comprising 

Parish councillors and members of the local community and it was delegated authority to 

make day-to-day decisions on the Neighbourhood Plan. However, as qualifying body, the 

Parish Council itself approved the publication of the Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan for 

consultation in April 2019 and the Submission Neighbourhood Plan in June 2019.   

 

2.3 There has been very considerable community engagement activity on the Plan. This is 

laid out in detail in the separate Consultation Statement, which is published by the Parish 

Council as part of the submission documentation.  

 

2.4 The Neighbourhood Plan contains 17 land use policies and relevant Policies Maps, which 

identify where some of the policies will apply in the Parish. The Parish Council has 

deliberately sought to focus policies on the key issues that matter to the local community 

and to avoid proposing policies that may duplicate national planning guidance and/or 

development plan policies that are already material considerations in determining future 

planning applications. 
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3. Conformity with National Planning Policy 

3.1 The Neighbourhood Plan has been prepared with full regard to national policies as set 

out in the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF 2012) and the revised framework 

of July 2018 and is mindful of the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) in respect of formulating 

Neighbourhood Plans.  

3.2 The Parish Council is also mindful that the Government published an updated National 

Planning Policy Framework in February 2019 and this document now replaces that previous 

advice. Guidance on neighbourhood planning is located in the following paragraphs of the 

revised NPPF. 

3.3 Presumption in favour of sustainable development: 

Paragraph 12: the development plan is the starting point for decision making and this 

includes any neighbourhood plan. 

Paragraph 13: neighbourhood plans should support the delivery of strategic policies 

contained in local plans or spatial development strategies and should shape and direct 

development that is outside of these strategic policies. 

Paragraph 14:   reminds us of the adverse impact of allowing development that conflicts 

with the neighbourhood plan is likely to be significantly and demonstrably outweigh the 

benefits provided four criteria apply. 

3.4 The Parish Council believe that the neighbourhood plan is planning positively for future 

development in the parish and supports the delivery of the strategic policies of the adopted 

Local Plan as advised in the above paragraphs of the NPPF. 

3.5 Paragraph 18 and 21 advise that policies to address non strategic matters and detailed 

matters should be included within neighbourhood plans, and the Wendover neighbourhood 

plan contains such policies. 

3.6 Advice on non strategic policies and the role of neighbourhood plans is identified in 

paragraphs 29 and 30. The Wendover Neighbourhood Plan establishes a shared vision for 

the area and its policies shape, direct and help deliver sustainable development. It has 

sought to translate objectives into a number of meaningful planning policies to complement 

other development plan policies for managing development.  

3.7 Under paragraph 69 neighbourhood planning groups are encourage to consider the 

opportunities for allocating small and medium sized  sites suitable for housing in their area, 

consistent with the advice in paragraph 68a relating to sites no larger than one hectare. The 

neighbourhood plan identifies policies that support this provision. 

3.8 The neighbourhood plan strikes a positive balance between the policy constraints of the 

Parish and the need to support the general requirements of the development plan as set 

out in section 5 below. 
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3.9 set out in table A below is a brief summary of how each policy has had proper regard to 

the NPPF February 2019. The particular paragraphs referred to in the table are those 

considered the most relevant to each policy but are not intended to be an exhaustive list of 

all possible relevant paragraphs. 

Table A: Neighbourhood Plan & NPPF Conformity Summary 

No. Policy Title Commentary 

H1 Wendover 
Settlement 
Boundary 

This policy establishes a settlement boundary for 
Wendover. It directs development to the built up 
areas identified in Map 4 of the plan reflecting the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development. 
This is in line with the advice at par 11 . 
It directs development to within the settlement 
boundary in accordance with par 68, 69 and 78. 
The policy refers to infilling within green belt 
provided it accords with par 143 to 147. 
Development proposals outside the settlement 
boundary should accord with par 172 and 79a. 

H2 Development within 
the Conservation 
Area 

The policy supports development provided it 
conserves and enhances the Conservation Area in line 
with par 184, 185 and 192 

H3 Affordable Housing The provision of affordable housing including for rent, 
shared ownership and discounted sale within the 
settlement boundary will be supported. This accords 
with the advice at par 62, 63 and 64. 

H4 Retirement Housing This policy acknowledges the demand for specialist 
provision of the elderly for retirement homes and 
extra care living in accordance with advice at par 64. 

SD1 Design for 
sustainable 
developments 

Support for development within the neighbourhood 
plan area will be given provided the details meet 6 
criteria relating to scale, density, design, conservation 
matters, retains and enhances the natural 
environment, retains distinctive qualities of local 
green spaces, has no adverse affects on neighbours. 
These considerations accord with advice at par 8, 11, 
99,100,127,170 and 175. 

SD2 Design for 
sustainable 
developments  
parking 

Developments to be supported by off street parking 
to accord with the standards set out in the Local Plan. 
This accords with the advice at par 105 and 106. 

B1 Change of use from 
business to 
residential 

The change of use to residential will be supported 
provided that it can be proved that the existing use is 
no longer viable. Proposals to expand or alter existing 
retail and employment uses will be supported 
provided they respect the heritage and other policies 
of the local plan. Par 83 to 89. 
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CF1 Community facilities The policy encourages the retention and 
development of valued existing community facilities 
and supports proposals that will enable their 
continued operation and the introduction of new 
facilities. This is in line with par 92.   

CH1 Conservation of 
ecology, biodiversity 
and natural assets 

This policy supports the protection of important 
ecological and biodiversity features and the 
movement of wildlife including the creation of 
wildlife corridors.  This is in line with par 170,174 and 
175. 

G1 Local Green Spaces Development on land designated as Local Green 
Spaces (unless ancillary to the use of land for public 
recreational purposes) will not be permitted Three 
sites for designation are identified. This is in 
accordance with par 99 and 100. 

G2 Key views and vistas Development proposals must have full regard to their 
effects on the views and vistas identified in the 
conservation area appraisal. Reflects the guidance of 
par 170 and 190. 

G3 Biodiversity This policy seeks to protect biodiversity and mitigate 
against any loss as advised in par 170 and 174 

IC1 Internet and mobile 
signal 

Support for provision of improved broad band and 
mobile services provided the number of new masts or 
structures are kept to a minimum and redundant 
structures are removed. Accords with par 112 to 115 

T1 Parking  Proposal for extension to The Witchell car park will 
be supported. Accords with par 105 and 106. 

T2 Road safety and 
traffic management 

Development proposals should demonstrate that 
they can deliver appropriate site access and traffic 
mitigation through the use of section 106 
agreements. This provision is in line with par 108 to 
111. 

T3 Cycle and Pedestrian 
routes 

This policy aims to protect, enhance and provide new 
footpaths, bridleways and cycleways in and around 
the village, in line with par 102, 104 and 110.  

T4 Public Transport This policy encourages the provision of a sustainable 
transport strategy and new developments should be 
within reasonable walking distance of a bus stop and 
linked to that stop by a suitable public footpath. This 
accords with par 102,104 and 110. 
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4. Contribution to Achieving Sustainable Development 

 
4.1 Aylesbury Vale Council has determined that a Strategic Environmental Assessment 

(SEA) and a Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) was not required for the 

neighbourhood plan as it considered the policies were unlikely to have a significant 

environmental effect, as defined by the Environmental Assessment of Plans and 

Programmes Regulations 2004. The report is dated January 2019. 

 

4.2 Specifically the report concluded at paragraph 5.1 of their report “ it is not 

considered that the plan would be likely to give rise to significant environmental effects. 

On this basis a Sustainability Appraisal to meet the requirements for Strategic 

Environmental Assessment is not considered to be needed.” The Strategic 

Environmental Assessment Screening Report- FINAL is attached at Appendix 1. 

 

4.3 However the basic condition of “contributing to the achievement of sustainable 

development” requires a broader scope of assessment to embrace social and economic 

as well as environmental objectives. For completeness therefore Table B summarises the 

economic, social and environmental attributes of each policy. 

 

4.4 The vision and objectives of the neighbourhood plan comprise a mixture of social, 

economic and environmental goals. The social goals are to provide a distinctive and well 

connected community with the provision of appropriate new facilities including homes 

to meet the desires and needs of the community. The economic goals are to maintain 

and improve the opportunities for working in the parish. The environmental goals reflect 

the desire for the scale of development to be balanced to preserve the rural identity and 

reflect the special historic centre. 

 

 4.5 The chosen policies translate the objectives into viable and effective development 

management policies that provide sustainable solutions.  

 

 

Table B:  Neighbourhood Plan & Sustainable Development Summary (+ positive, 0 neutral, 

- adverse effects) 

No. Policy Title Soc. Eco. Env. Commentary 

H1 Wendover 
settlement 
boundary  

+ 0 + New development is guided to 
locations within the settlement 

boundary and therefore 
delivering a positive 

environmental impact by 
protecting the open 

countryside . New housing in 
the right location will provide a 

positive social benefit. 
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H2 Development 
within the 

Conservation 
Area 

+ 0 + This policy has a very positive 
impact on the historic 

environment and will enhance 
the health and well being of the 

parish by sympathetic 
improvements.  

H3 Affordable 
housing  

+ + 0 Provision of affordable housing 
will bring economic benefits to 

the community and have 
significant positive social 

effects. 

H4 Retirement 
housing  

+ 0 0 This policy will provide a 
positive social benefit and have 

a neutral effect on the 
environment.  

SD1 Design for 
sustainable 

developments 

+ 0 + This will encourage high quality 
developments that do not 

adversely affect neighbouring 
properties and will have 

positive social and 
environmental effects. 

SD2 Design for 
sustainable 

development 
parking  

+ 0 - This will be a social positive as 
parking to the approved 

standards will benefit the free 
flow of traffic and pedestrian 

safety. It will not discourage the 
use of the car and thus is 
considered to be a minor 
negative impact on the 

environment. 

B1 Change of use 
from business to 

residential 

+ + 0 Any new business contributes 
positively to the economic and 
social well being of the area. 

CF1 Community 
Facilities  

+ 0 0 This policy will have a positive 
social effect in retaining and 

supporting the viability of 
existing facilities and the 
encouragement of new 

provision 

CH1 Conservation of 
ecology, 

biodiversity and 
natural assets 

0 0 + In social and economic terms 
this is a neutral policy but it is 

positive in environmental 
terms. It seeks to ensure that 

important ecological and 
biodiversity features are 
retained and enhanced 
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G1 Local Green 
Spaces 

+ 0 + This policy identifies three Local 
Green Spaces that offer 

recreational value as well as 
open space and therefore have 
a positive impact on the social 

and environmental effects 

G2 Key views and 
vistas 

+ 0 + This policy maintain and 
enhances the rural character of 
the Parish of Wendover and will 
have a positive impact both on 

social well being and the 
environment. 

G3 Biodiversity 0 0 + This is neutral in social and 
economic terms but positive in 
environmental terms in seeking 

to conserve and enhance 
biodiversity. 

IC1 Internet and 
mobile signal  

+ + - Any new telecommunications 
technology will be a positive 
social and economic effect. 

There will be a minor negative 
in environmental terms but this 

is counterbalanced by the 
positives. 

T1 Parking + 0 - Support is given for the 
expansion of the Witchell car 

park which will benefit the free 
flow of traffic and contribute to 
pedestrian safety. This will not 
discourage the use of the car 
and so is considered a minor 

negative on the environment. 

T2 Road safety and 
traffic 

management 

+ 0 + This policy encourages the use 
of section 106 agreements to 

help pay for highway mitigation 
proposals. This will result in 

social and environmental 
positives. 

T3 Cycle and 
pedestrian routes 

+ 0 + The protection, enhancement 
and provision of cycleways and 
footpaths will have a positive 

impact both on social well 
being and the environment. 

T4 Public Transport + 0 + This policy seeks the provision 
of a sustainable transport 

strategy including proposed 
improvements where there is 
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an impact from new 
development on the local 
highway network. This will 

result in social and 
environmental positives.  
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5. General Conformity with the Development Plan 

5.1 The Neighbourhood Plan has been prepared to ensure its general conformity with the 

development plan that is likely to be primarily the strategic policies of the Vale of Aylesbury 

Local Plan. (VALP) 2013 -2033 and some saved policies of the Aylesbury Vale District Local 

Plan (AVDLP) 2001 to 2011. The new Local Plan will replace the saved policies and establish 

a new strategic framework for the parish. 

5.2 At the time of writing this basic conditions statement it is not clear when the VALP will 

be adopted before or after the examination of this neighbourhood plan. Therefore table C 

below considers the general conformity with the relevant saved policies of AVDLP 2001 to 

2011 and those of the emerging VALP 2013 to 2033 which was the subject of examination in 

2018. 

5.3 The Inspector produced his interim findings in August 2018 and AVDC responded to 

those findings. It is understood that the Council will have prepared Modifications to the 

Local Plan by the end of June 2019 that will then be subject to further public consultation 

during the summer. 

5.4 It is anticipated that the Inspector will consider new representations made in the 

Autumn following which he will issues his final binding report, which might be available by 

the end of the year.  

  

Table C: Neighbourhood Plan & Development Plan Conformity Summary 

Key: AVDLP:  policies from Aylesbury Vale District Local Plan 2001 -2011 

VALP: Policies from Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan 2013-2033 

No. Policy Title Commentary 

H1 Wendover 
Settlement 
Boundary 

AVDLP: 
Policy RA13 supports development within 
settlements listed at appendix 4.  
Policy RA14 had a limited policy for development on 
the edge of settlement for up to 5 dwellings on 0.2 
acres. 
Policy RA2 restricted inappropriate development in 
the countryside. 
 
The purpose of these policies is to restrict 
development to predominantly within defined 
settlements and Policy H1 of the NP continues this 
support and approach. 
 
VALP:  
Policies S2 and S3 identify Wendover as a sustainable 
location for growth but based on development at RAF 
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Halton. 
Policy D2 supports development of small scale sites 
within the built up areas of settlements. 
 
The NP policy H1 supports the above approach of the 
VALP to encourage development to sustainable 
locations and within settlement boundaries.  

H2 Development within 
the conservation 
area 

AVDLP: 
Policy GP53 supports development provided it 
preserves and or enhances the special character of 
the conservation area. 
 
Policy H2 of NP continues the approach to sensitive 
development in conservation and historic 
circumstances and is thus in conformity with the 
saved  policy. 
 
VALP: 
Policy BE1 relates to Heritage assets and the need to 
conserve and protect those assets. 
 
Policy H2 of NP will be in conformity with this policy. 

H3 Affordable Housing AVDLP: 
Policy GP2 provided advice for a standard of 
provision of affordable housing on developments of 
25 units or 1 hectare or more.   
Policy GP4 affordable housing on small sites for local 
needs:  These can be granted on land adjacent to 
built up areas of settlements. 
 
The provision of policy H3 of NP is more adaptable 
and flexible than policy GP2 and supports the 
sentiments of policy GP4. It accords with the advice in 
the February 2019 NPPF and would not be in conflict 
with these extant policies. 
 
VALP: 
Policy H1 This applies to any housing proposal that is 
a minimum site area of 0.3 hectares and a minimum 
number of dwellings 0f 11 to provide 25% of 
affordable homes on site and subject to 5 criteria. 
Policy H2 relates to rural exception sites for 
affordable housing. 
 
Policy H3 of the NP will be in conformity with the 
policies of the VALP as it encouraged the provision of 
affordable housing across the range of provision and 
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on exceptions sites. 

H4 Retirement Housing AVDLP: 
There are no specific policies in this plan in relation to 
retirement housing. 
 
VALP: 
Policy H6 refers to housing mix which might 
encompass some elderly persons’ provision but there 
is not a specific policy relating to retirement housing 
in that plan as drafted at the time of writing this basic 
conditions statement. 
 
Policy H4 of the NP will not be in conflict with the 
housing policies adopted and emerging plans but will 
be an example for future consideration that follows 
the guidance of the NPPF. 

SD1 Design for 
sustainable 
developments 

AVDLP: 
There are no specific policies described as sustainable 
development in this plan. The Plan relies on policies 
RA6 development in Green Belt. RA8 development in 
Areas of Attractive Landscape, RA13 Development 
within settlements and RA14 Development at the 
edge of Appendix 4 settlements to control 
development. 
 
Policy SD1 of the NP provides support for sustainable 
development in accordance with 6 criteria and will 
not be in conflict with the saved policies. 
 
VALP: 
Policy S1 sustainable development for Aylesbury 
Vale: all development must comply with the 
principles of sustainable development set out in the 
NPPF and subject to a set of criteria. 
Policy S2 spatial strategy for growth shows the scale 
and locations for growth. 
Policy S3 settlement hierarchy and cohesive 
development. 
 
Policy SD1 of the NP will assist the provision of 
sustainable development and will be in conformity 
with the advice provided in the VALP as identified 
above. 

SD2 Design for 
sustainable 
developments 
parking 

AVDLP: 
Policy GP24 relates to car parking guidelines 
 
Policy SD2 of NP requires developments to be 
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supported by off street car parking in accordance 
with standards set by the Local Plan. The NP policy 
SD2 will be in conformity with the saved policy. 
 
VALP: 
Policy S1, S2 and S3 all require developments to be 
sustainable and to meet certain criteria which reflect 
the need to provide support for transport initiatives 
including car parking provision. 
Policy T5 refers to vehicle parking and development 
must provide an appropriate level of parking taking 
account of the nature of the site and the type, mix 
and use of the development. 
 
Policy SD2 of NP will be in conformity with those 
policies.  

B1 Change of use from 
business to 
residential 

AVDLP: 
Policy GP17 supports the retention and continued 
use of existing employment sites and policy GP32 
supports the retention and continued use of buildings 
currently used as shops, public houses and post 
offices where possible. 
 
Policy B1 of NP supports the alteration and expansion 
of existing business but also will consider changes of 
use if it can be proven that the existing business is no 
longer viable.  In those circumstances it will not be in 
conflict with these saved policies. 
 
VALP: 
Policy D5 supports employment development in 
sustainable locations and encourages the provision of 
live work units and policy D6 supports sustainable 
growth and regeneration in Wendover by the 
development of new and existing facilities. 
Policy E2 supports the reuse of existing employment 
sites, policy E3 provides criteria for alternative uses 
on employment land and policy E5 development 
outside town centres. Policy E4 supports the concept 
of working from home. 
 
Policy B1 of NP is in conformity with the emerging 
VALP policies as it supports alterations and expansion 
of business uses. Where changes are  proposed it 
must be demonstrated that the continuation of the 
existing use is no longer viable and there is no viable 
interest for its sale as that use. 
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CF1 Community facilities AVDLP: 
Policy GP92 safeguards allotment land, Policy GP93 
safeguards community buildings and facilities and 
Policy GP94 provision of community facilities and 
services  
 
Policy CF1 of NP encourages the retention and 
development of existing community facilities and 
supports the introduction of new facilities and will be 
in conformity with the above saved policies. 
 
VALP: 
Policy 12 The Council will encourage partnership 
working to deliver facilities for sport and recreation. 
Policy 13 Community facilities and assets of 
community value, This policy is aimed at protecting 
such assets and facilities. 
 
Policy CF1 of NP is in conformity with the above 
policies of the VALP.  

CH1 Conservation of 
ecology, biodiversity 
and natural assets 

AVDLP: 
Policy GP39 and GP40 provides protection for trees 
and hedgerows,  Policy RA8 seeks to protect the 
landscape character of areas of attractive landscape 
and local landscape areas 
 
Policy CH1 is inconformity with that advice. 
 
VALP: 
This contains policies on protection of sites of 
scientific interest and protected habitats and species 
as identified in policies: NE1 protected sites, NE2 
Biodiversity and geodiversity, NE3 river and stream 
corridors, NE4 The Chiltern AONB and setting, Policy 
NE5 Landscape character and locally important 
landscapes. 
 
Policy CH1 is in conformity with those policies. 

G1 Local Green Spaces AVDLP: 
Policy RA2 loss of gaps and consolidation of 
settlements. Policy RA6 Development in Metropolitan 
Green Belt, Policy RA8 Areas of attractive landscape 
and local landscape areas. 
 
These saved policies and especially policy RA2 serve 
to protect the openness of the countryside and gaps 
between settlements. Policy G1 of NP  will be in 
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conformity with the aims of these saved policies. 
 
VALP: 
Policy S4 Green Belt has an influence as it protects 
development in the open countryside that is 
designated as green belt.  
In addition the Local Plan identifies a specific policy 
Policy NE7 Local Green Space, that is drawn up in 
response to the definition in the NPPF and to protect 
the land that has this designation from development. 
 
Policy G1 of NP identifies sites where this designation 
is to be applied and is in conformity with the advice 
proposed in the VALP, as identified above. 
 

G2 Key views and vistas AVDLP: 
Policy GP53 new development in and adjacent to 
Conservation Areas, In these areas the Council will 
seek to preserve or enhance the special 
characteristics that led to the designation of the area. 
This includes the protection of the setting of the 
Conservation Area and associated views. 
 
Policy G2 of NP is in conformity to that policy 
 
VALP: 
Policy BE1 Heritage Assets. This policy seeks to 
conserve heritage assets which includes key views 
and vistas which protects and contributes to  local 
distinctiveness. 
Policy BE2 advises on the design of new development 
which includes respecting the local distinctiveness 
and the effect on important public views and skylines. 
 
Policy G2 of NP is in conformity with those policies. 

G3 Biodiversity AVDLP: 
Policies relating to biodiversity issues are covered by 
policy GP39 existing trees and hedgerows, policy 
GP40 retention of existing trees and hedgerows and 
Policy RA8 development in areas of attractive 
landscape. 
 
Policy G3 of NP is in line with the above saved 
policies. 
 
VALP: 
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Policy NE2 Biodiversity and geodiversity: Protection 
and enhancement of biodiversity, geodiversity and 
natural environment will be achieved by the 
application of a set of 9 criteria to help assess the 
situation. 
 
Policy G3 of NP is in conformity with the VALP policy 
NE2. 
 

IC1 Internet and mobile 
signal 

AVDLP: 
There is not a specific saved policy relating to internet 
and mobile signal. Policy IC1 of NP will not be in 
conflict with the saved policies. 
 
VALP: 
Policy S5 encourages the development of 
infrastructure with all new development and this 
includes telecommunication systems. 
Policy 16 Telecommunications provides details of 
criteria where telecommunication developments will 
be permitted. 
 
Policy IC1 of NP is in conformity with that policy of 
the VALP. 

T1 Parking  AVDLP: 
Policy GP24 New development should be in 
accordance with car parking guidelines. 
  
Policy T1 is in conformity with that guidance. 
 
VALP: 
Policy T5 Vehicular parking advises that 
developments be accompanied by the appropriate 
level of parking in accordance with standards 
identified in a design SPD.  
 
Policy T1 is in conformity with that policy. 
 

T2 Road safety and 
Traffic management 

AVDLP 
Policy GP24 seeks to promote sustainable transport 
options as well as car parking standards. 
 
Policy T2 of NP will not be in conflict with that policy 
 
VALP: 
Policy T4 delivering transport in new development 
and policy T5 advises on car parking standards. Policy 
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T7 supports the provision of electric charging points 
 
Policy T2 is in conformity with those policies. 

T3 Cycle and pedestrian 
routes 

AVDLP: 
Policy GP24 contains advice in the supplementary 
guidance for promotion of sustainable transport 
options including the provision of cycle routes. 
 
Policy T3 of NP is in conformity with this policy. 
 
VALP: 
Policy T6 provides advice regarding the provision of 
footpaths and cycle routes, encouraging sustainable 
modes of transport and lists four criteria to be 
applied to the consideration of any development. 
 
Policy T3 of NP is in conformity with this policy. 

T4 Public transport AVDLP: 
Policy GP24 contains advice for sustainable transport 
options in the Supplementary planning guidance and 
this includes the use of public transport. 
 
Policy T4 of NP is not in conflict with this advice. 
 
VALP: 
Policy T4 delivering transport in new developments 
requires the submission of a transport statement and 
travel plan that will include reference to public 
transport. 
 
Policy T4 of NP is in conformity with that policy. 
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6. Compatibility with EU Legislation 

6.1 As set out in section 4 above a screening opinion has been obtained from Aylesbury Vale 

District Council which confirmed that the Neighbourhood Plan would not have any 

significant environmental effects and that an SEA would not be required for the 

Neighbourhood Plan to be in accordance with EU Directive  2001/42. 

6.2 Further Aylesbury Vale District Council stated at paragraph 4.2 Section 4 of the SEA 

Screening report, January 2019, that it is unlikely a further HRA Screening assessment is 

needed. This is because the Neighbourhood Plan area is not in the vicinity of sites of Special 

areas of Conservation or Special Protected Areas.   
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